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CRAnER I 
INTRODUCTIOII 
Purpose of the Study 
The patient work program at McLean Hospital is a rece~tly fOrmed 
program through which patients volunteer for hospital jobs. · For the 
past two years finding jobs for patients requesting them has been the 
responsibility of the Social Work Department: patients apply to so~ 
cial workers for jobs. Recently» some of the social workers have 
questioned the appropriateness of the program in the Social Work De .. 
partment, which has pointed out the need for an examination of the 
work program and.c:(l£ the social ,worker • s function in it. 
This thesis proposes to. investigate the nature of the work pro-
gram and ~he function of the social worker in tais program~ It is 
especially concerned with the kinds of services given by the social 
worker to patients applying foi jobs. It seeks to answer three ques-
tions: 
1. What kinds of patients apply for a job and what· 
are the circumstances of the referral? 
2.. What. is the nature of the jobs applied for and 
of the job experience? 
3.. What other casework services are given to patients 
applying to the work program and what factors tend 
to influence whether or not these s~ices are given? 
Method and Sc_oee 
The patients included in the study are all patients who applied 
to the Social Work Department for a job during the year, July 1, 1957 
to .Tune 30, 1958. The names of these patients were obtained by going 
through the applications registered in the work program files. A to-
-tal of forty patients applied during this period. Since the criterion 
for inclusion in the study was making an application to the work pro-
gram, as opposed to holding a job in the . .-ark program, patients who 
applied for jobs but Who did not work ha~e been included•. Patients 
who worked on some job without having_made an application through the 
Social Work Department were not·included; however, these patients are 
believed to be very few ia number. On],y one case of a patient work-
ing without: having contact with the Social Work Depart;ment is known 
to the department: in the_ time covered by the study. Another group of 
patients not_included in this study are those wb.o first applied for 
a job prior to .July 1, 1957, · and-·subsequently reapplied during the 
period covered by the study. · For the purposes of this study, these 
-cases are considered to be a continuation of casework begun with the 
first job application and thus outside the limits of the study~ 
Material on the forty patients was obtained primarily from. the 
patients' case records. Face sheet material, Social Work stmllllaries, 
and lD.edical notes were used.. Social Workers were also interviewed 
at various points to clarify or amplify material in the records or 
to give additional material Where some ~f the material sought: was not 
includedo The schedule covered .-the following areas: personal and 
2 
social data (including ch~_acteristics of the patient's illness); the 
referral;. the casework given; ~d the job~ A copy of the schedule 
may be found in :the appendix .. 
-'!'he study follows the course of ~ach patient in the hospital, in 
terms of his job applicatio11 'and casework, from the time of his 'first 
application for a job through NoveJJtb~r 30, 195.8,. or up to the time of 
his discharge if this came before November 30~ 1958. This date :was 
selected. to give the writer opportunity to study the a> urse in the 
work program. and in casework of patients .applying late in the period 
covered by th$ study, wh$,-le still allowing the.sociai :workers time to 
· record their cases up . to this date before the deadline for gathering 
material• ·several patients included in the study were discharged and 
then readmitted b~fore Noveml.ler 30, 1958. For p~poses of simplifi ... 
cation, the casework done and the job applications made by these_ pa"" 
tients on their subsequent readmissions, were not included .. 
Limitations of the. Study 
This study_is subject to all the limitations-of a study based on 
case records~ Individual caseworkers' methods of recording are dif-
ferent and, while on some cases full information is recorded, on others 
·the information recorded is rather sketchy. The social workers were 
· . interviewed to amplify information where, it seemed to be lacking; hoW'"' · 
ever, 'tbis was possible only with those workers still at the hospital. 
Cases of on~ student and three summer. workers :who had since left the 
hospital We~e also inCluded in the study. The material gained. from 
interviews with the social workers was, furthermore, bas~d on their 
3 
~ory of tae cases and •ay not be entirely complete or accurate. 
It was necessary, .in a ntiDlber of cases, to request the workers 
to record their work on the cases or bring their recording up to date. 
While the workers were instructed to record each case as they ordinar-
ily would, it is possible that the workers' knowledge of the focus of 
this thesis colored the material included in the records. For e~ 
ample, a worker may have discussed at some length casework done on 
problems connected with the patient's job, even though this was in 
reality only a small part of tlte actual casework in the particular 
case. 
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CHAP'.rER II 
'lHE SETTING 
The McLean Hospital 
The McLean Hospital is a private, voluntary, non .. profit, 266 bed 
psychiatric hospital devoted to. the care and treatment of patients '.J 
with all types of psychiatric illness. It accepts patients with acute 
and with chronic illnesses, and the patients remain in the hospital 
for short or long periods of time depending on the nature of their 
illness~ their response to treatment, and other factors. The min~ 
age for admission is fourteen .... In addition to patients diagnosed as 
psychotic or psychoneurotic, the hospital accepts for treatment, in 
suitable instances, patients with alcohol or drug addictions and pa~ 
tients with character disorders~ Patients with organic mental illa 
. 1 
nesses are also accepted, as are senile patients~ 
In its treatment program, the hospital uses all generally ac• 
cepted methods. of treatment.. . The emphasis in treatment is upon psy .. 
chotherapy and therapeutic environmental management.. Individual psy-
chotherapy is available when indicated and approximately eighty pa-
tients, or one out of three, are scheduled in individual psychotherapy 
at the hospital. In additiQn, a number of patients are in psychother-
apy with outside therapists, usually in continuation of psychothera-
1The McLean Hospital, Information for the Professions, p.l$ 
peutic treatment begwi prio:t: to hospU:ali~~;atdon.. About thirty-five 
.. 2 
patients are engaged in group psychother•py. Other forms of treatment, 
such as tranquilizing drugs, electroshock therapy, and sub•coma insu-
li:a therapy, are also off~J:ed as adjuncts. 
Historically, tbe hospital dates from 18:11, when it was founded as 
a division of the Mas.sachusetts General Hospital. It was first located 
. . 
in Somerville.~~ Massachusetts, where it received its first patient in 
1818, ;md it rentained in continuous operation on tqt site: until moved 
3 
to its present location in the Waverley ar~a of Belmont in 1895. It 
was named for a wealthy benefactor, .·Mr. John McLean, and was known first 
. . . 
as the McLean AsylUm arid 'later, as. it is now known, as the McLean. 
Hospital. 
The hospital is composed of about fo~ buildings, beautifully si-
tuated on 380 acres of land. The patients live in fifteen halls, ao-
como dating from nine to "f!weuty•one patients. Each hall has its own 
living room and dining room, ail.d the patients' rooms are·private with 
the exception of a few ~emiaprivat~ ac:comodations~ New patients are 
generally received on one of the two admission halls and remain there 
for an evaluationperiod. Following this period, thepatient is trans ... 
fer.red to an open or . a closed ward depending on his condition and on 
treatment plans. 
The hospital is under the direction of Dr. Alfred H.. Stanton, 
:Psychiatrist in Chief, who was appointed to this position 1.-n June, ·1955. 
Under his direction, both tae treatment and the teaching programs of 
~formation for tb"e Professions~ .2.1!.• ill•', p.2. 
3 
· McLean Hospital, Annual Report. 1955_, pp* ·11-12. 
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the hospital have been greatly expanded.. The hospital bas a residency 
program of third and fourth year psychiatric residents and has at pr.e-
sent thirteen resid~nt psychiatrists -on its staff" · It is a teaching 
·unit for fourth yeu students from the Harvard ~ical School and a 
secnnd year field work piacement for students of the·· Boston College, 
Boston University, and .. Simmons College SchoolS of Soe:tal Work.. In ad-
dition to maintaining its own nursing school, the hospital receives 
affiliate nurses from the Massachusetts General Hospital, The Children's 
Meiical Center, and from the baccalaureate programs of the University u 
of Massachusetts, Simmons College» and Radcliffe College .. 
The Social Work Department was instituted on Febru~ 13, 1956, 
with the appointment ·of Miss Golda Edinburg as Director of Psychiatric 
·Social. Work. Since that tim:e, the department has increased to a total 
of seven full•time social workers, In addition, the department has 
the services of a part-time research consultant, a ].!lsychoanalyst con-
sultant, and this year has two social work students .. 
The functions and responsibilities of the Social Work Department 
have evolved with the elq)ansion of the departme.nt and in response to 
the needs and requests of the patients, their families, and the clin-
4 
ical program. From the beginning,.casework services were offered both 
to patients and to families~ Patients ~rere seen for help in discharge 
planning and families were seen in regard to their questions and 
4 }#cLean Hospital~ Annual Report~ 1956~ p.. 44. 
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problems related to having a relative in the hospitale With the in-
crease in staff~ both the extent of services offered and tae number 
of persons Who could be served have increasede Since 1957, social 
.workers have been participating in the admission process. Patients 
and relatives are seen at the time of admission regarding their con-
cerns and questions a~t the hospitalization, ·and the· social worker 
also parti:cipates in the trea~ent planning for the patient during 
the evaluation period, and h~re and throughout the patient's hospital~ 
ization brings the concerns and needs of the fmaily into the planning 
for the patient's treatment.. Patients and relatives may be seen reg-
ularly or nas needed",· depending on their needs, ability to accept 
casework treatment, and the treatment plans. When indicated, social 
work contact with patients and/or relatives may be continued after 
discharge to help with problems of readjustment and rehabilitation in 
the community. 
Social work activity in the work program began in December, 1956, 
in response to a request of the patients that the Social Work Depart-
ment take the responsibility for handling the job applicationse At 
this time it was established that the Social Work Department regularly 
have one representative on the Work Committee and that all applications 
for jobs in the hospital .be made through social workers. The program 
has continued in this form to the present. 
In addition to handling patients • job applications~· social wor-
kers may see patients to help in planning otlter activities in the 
hospital.and the cOlllllunity or to work with them intensively regarding 
certain aspects of their social and work adjustment. Frequently, work 
8 
· . ...,. .. 
~4.,1:;~ p~~j:~~J.4.~ ~-duall~ broadened out to iucluee clischarge planning. 
In;~J;~tllg ~it'4 a' p~:tient, the social wrker works in conjunction 
. . ::.;<·.- '. .. .:.-~" ·. . . 
·:., . 
·,-
..•. .; 
. ~ :·· ~. 
CHAPTER III 
THE PATIENT WORK PROGRAM .. 
~e Philosophy of Work and Work Progeams in Psychiatric Hospitals 
The idea of having patients itt psychiatric hospitals enga"e in 
sOule kind of work is not new. For a n~ber of years, 1Q9St, if not 
all, mental hospitals have engaged patient help in simple work in 
such departments as the laund:ryt kitchen, and far.. In recent ye.ars, 
however, there bas been a aovement to reorgani~e work programs on more 
active treatment·and rehabilitation lines. This has taken different 
forms in different hospitals. In many, this has meant including a 
wider range of occupations for patients.· 'In sOJDe, hospital shops and 
patient industries have been set Up .to approximate work conditions 
outside the hospital. A number of hospitals include vocational train-
ing as part of the patients r preparation for discharge, and some hos-
pitals use work as a means of treatment, maktug job assignments to fit 
the therapeutic needs of the patient. 
Charlotte Schwartz, ·in her monograph, "Rehabilitation of Mental 
1 ' 
Hospital Patients," has pulled together some of the cUX'rent thinking 
on the place of work in rehabilitating mental patients. She speaks 
of patient work in two aspects: first, as a means of bridging the gap 
between the hospital and the community; and second,as a therapeutic 
agent in itself. In viewing the job as a bridge between the hospital 
1 . . . 
Charlotte Schwartz, !!_ehabilitatio~ of Mental Hospital Patients, 
United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1953, 
PP• 43•45 
... 
and the comaunity, she emphasizes the :bilportance of having the jobs 
approximate as neuly. as possible jobs outside the ·hospital. She aug~ 
gests paying patients, since· this is the conventional reward for work 
in our society, and.organizing hospital indu,tries on tb.e lines of 
«:~unity industries. As. part of the latter, sbe includ•• having the 
patients punch time· Clocks, form labor unions, and move from one type 
of work to another. Speaking.in ter.s of the therapeutic value o~ 
work in itself; Schwartz ~hasbes the fact·that even a very humble 
job tends to give a person ,jj; clear cut s_tatus tn our society. In this 
. . . . 
connection· she quotes Devereux: 
••• the acquisition· of:,~som.e. regular status, or even some 
reguiar task other than polishing the floors, helps the 
patient find his place in the hospital society, by giving 
hila a fixed position in. the social framework, which may 
serve as ! basis or point of reference.· for valuative 
decision. · . . . . · 
Some of tlte most fully developed"work therapy,.or "industrial 
therapyn pro&raa, as they.are frequently ealled,. in the United States 
. - 3 ~e in the Veterans Ac&ainis~ration Hospitals. These programs are or• 
ganized under the Physical.Medtcine_ and B.ehabilitat.ive Service, a ser-
vice which includes occupational~ vocational, and manual arts theta'"' 
pists and is headed by a psychiatr1.st.. the ult:illlate goal of these !)ro-
grams is rehabilitatiott of those 'patients wQ.q can, be rehabilit,(tt:e.d, a. 
2 . . . . . . 
G. Devereaux, nThe Social Structure of a Schizophrenic Ward and its 
Therapeutic Fitness, u JournaL of Clim.ical Ps)[ch\!llpatholl!)~ 1944; 
quoted in Charlotte Schw~t:z, .22.:..· cit. 1 p. 43 .. 
)The programs des~ribed here are found specifically in the Veterans 
Administration Hospitals in Bedford, Massl', Brockton, Mass .. , md 
Lebanon, Pa.. · 
11 
meaningful place in the hospital collllliunity for those wb.a. cannot. 
The progra.s have three objectives: 1) to provide ~elief f~oa symp-
tOJDS, through assigning jobs which provide release. of tension, hostil• 
ity, or aggression, develop self expression, self respect, and the 
feeling of being wanted or needed, and enccturage subli.aati<Ju; 2) to 
satisfy the desire and need of the patient to be a part of the hospi-
4 
. tal c0111111unity; 3) to provide pre ... vocational training. With each JUl.~ 
tient both the immediate rehabilitation of the patient, throulh relief 
of symptoms and provision of a therapeutic experience, and the ultimate 
rehabilitation goal of discharge to the community are considered, 
The patient may be moved from job to job as he progresses through his 
treatment, beginning with.fairly simple tasks and moving eventually 
to working full time in hospital industries organi~ed to approximate 
industries outside the hospital. ·It is expected of all patients to 
go through this program as a: part of their treatment and discharge pre ... 
par at ion. 
In the newly organized work therapy prograa at the state hospital 
5 in Northville, Michigan, work is seen less as a necessarY measure for 
each patient Who hopes to be discharged ~d more as a therapeutic e~ 
perience for certain patients who might bene£1-t from it. The hospital 
places little emphasis on vocational training and does not use hospital 
4
Delilah: Riemer, et. al.; "Hospital Industries at Bedford Veterans Ad-
ministration 1lospital," The Psychiatric quarterly Supplement, Vol.JO, 
Part 1 (1956), PP• 74-82. 
5 
Gordon R. Forrer, '*Work Therapy .Program: at Northville State Hospital," 
The Ame;ic.gn Journal gf Ogcupgtigppl Therapy, vol. 9/ (July-August, 
1955), pp 154•155, 183. 
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industries or pay patients fo~ their work. Rather, the work is seen 
primarily as ·a means ()f treatment, which provides relief of SYJIPtoaas, 
gives the patient a satisfactory job expe%'ience, ad brings him into 
a meaningful relation with non-patients (hospital employees) in which 
he is treated 11ore as. a person t~an as a patient;. Job -.ssignaents are 
llade onlyon the doctor•s prescription, aprescript.ion which assigns 
the patient to the specific Job felt to be therapeutically beneficial 
to him. While .participation in· the program is voluntary, it is an es-
tablished policy that if patients ~e not well enough to work, they 
are not well enough . to have ground- or building privileges., This, the 
hospital feels, provides a ''therapeutic lever" which is useful in get ... 
ting patients into productive activity. Administratively" the program 
is organized under a work therapy administrator_who is responsible to 
the Occupational.Tberapy department. 
Another form of work therapy is found in Dr. Ma.x;weli Jones• pro-
gram in England. His b:eatment of psyche>neurotic and character disor ... 
. der patients by establishing a therapeutic cOJimranity has a progr~ of 
work therapy at its core. All patients are, eXpected to wa:rk' at some 
sort of task, and jobs a.re organized to approximate as nearly as pos~ 
sible jobs outside the hospital .. Hospital· shops a11d industries are 
used •.. ·The aim of _the program is to rehabilitate the patients to the 
point that they are employable, while at. the same time using the work 
. . . 
and community eXperience to help them gain insight into their social 
and personal problems which led to their hospitalization.. The work 
is not separated from the· rest of the treatment prograa.. Rather, the 
patients are a part of a total community of which work is a meaningful 
13 
part. As Dr. Jones states his p·hilosophy: 
It is not enough to get patients to do something: they 
must be helped to identify themselves with the staff and 
the ward enviromnent and given some choice in what they 
want to doe If the staff are willing arid able to identify 
themselves ~th the patients a ~bared experience can be 
therapeutic .. 
Histo;x and Philosophy of the Program 
the work program at McLean differs from the programs described 
above in many respects. These differences are in line with the dif-
ferent-nature of the hospital patient population and t:reabnent pro-
gram • .Because of the high proportion of professionally,educated per-
sons, and particularly of educated, married females, in the patient 
population, there is little emphasis in th.e hospital prograa on voca-
tional training. Because individual psychothe:~:apy is available. to all 
patients who can benefit frODl it, the therapeutic experience of a job 
. . . 
is an adjunct to treatment rather than.a basic treatment method.. thus, 
the work program is organized on. a voluntary _basis: those patients 
who wish to~ work. the jobs in the program are structured. informally: 
. . 
wh_ile some jobs can be set up to approximate work conditions outside 
the hospitalt most jobs are ar_ranged on a part time basis and ruany 
jobs have· more the character of a voluntary activity than of a job~ 
Despite these differettces in the structure and form of the work program 
at McLean the basic aim of tbis. program is stmilar to that of the other 
6 . . . . . 
Maxwell .Jones, B. A. Pomryn, and Eileen Skellern, ''Wot:k tlterapy, n 
. reprint fJ;OIIl The Lancet, March 31, 1956, pp. 343-44. · · 
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progr8rns here desc:dbed. This ~im i~ twofold: 1) to increase the pa~ 
tient 's ilmnediate. cODifort by providing • him· td th relief· f()r some of his 
symptoms ~nd giving him a constructive place in. the hospital community; 
and 2) to prepare the patient for .ultimate discharge by giving him an 
opportunity for a satisfactory job experience and bringing h~ into 
meaningful . relationships vith non•patients •. 
The patient work pro~am in its present form evolved out of a com-
bination of patient-expressed interests and needs and the thought, guid-
ance; and support of the.hospital administration, particularly of Dr. 
·. ·.· . . · .. i 
· P~ul M .. Howard, Associate Psychiatrist in Chief$ The idea of patients 
working was first raised in 1956 in the Pat.ient .. Personnel Conference, an 
opinion and policy making organization made up ofi patient repregentatives 
from each of the wards and various staff representatives ... On Dr .. 
Howard's suggestion, a sub .. coJP.mittee made up of patients and staff was 
set up to look into the question of patients working~ This committee 
received approval of the plan to have patients work and became a comit:-
tee in its own right, separate from the Patiel'l.t-Personnel Conference ~? 
with the function of arranging jobs for patients. . Its method was to 
talk with a department head, set up a job, and then try, to find a patient 
to fill it. The conmittee operated like a personnel office in that it 
interviewed applicants for each job, and selected among· them • 
. The function of arranging jobs for pati~nts was transferred to the 
Social Work Department after a number of patients expressed their dislike 
1 .· . . . . 
I am indebted to Dr. Howard for most of my information about the his-
tory and philosophy of the work program .. 
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I. 
of having the Work Committee, Which consisted partly of patients, ar~ 
range their jobs. At this time, the Work Committee also contacted the 
Personnel and Occupational Therapy Departments about taking over this 
job finding responsibility, and both departments refused. The Social 
Work Department was considered an appro~riat.e department for this func ... 
tion in that the social workers were seen by the patients as interested 
in their welfare ad adjustment in the hospital. It was also felt that 
casework skills would be useful in helping patients find appropriate 
jobs. Th.e duties of the social worker and the casework ,~kiU.s involved 
in handling the patient applications were to be as follows: 1) Inter-
viewing the patient to det.ermine the job he wished to apply for and to 
arrange the details of the job with him. In these interviews; the social 
worker tries tO evaluate the patient I 8 limitS and abilities and help him 
to consider these realistically in applying for a job, to help him work 
out a realistic plan for working, and to motivate him to accept both 
the idea of working.:.!and the job and plan arranged. 2) Arraitging the 
job. ·If the patient aPPlies for a l:'egularly established job~·. the social 
worker checks with the Social Work represe~tative on the Work Committee 
to see if the job is available~ . Frequently, the patient expresses an 
interest in working on a particular kind of ·job or working in a particu• 
lar department, and the social worker arranges the job by calling the 
department head to see if such a Job could be set up. 3) Securing the 
approval of. the application by the patient 1 s administrative doctor and 
the prospective employer. 4) Checking back wit~ either the employer 
or the patient or both for reports on the patient'swrk$ With the 
transfer of the job finding function of the Work Committee to the Social 
16 
Work Department, the Work Committee again became a policy-making c~t­
tee, devoted primarily to looking into the possibility of new jobs .. 
As has already been stated, the work program at· McLean is primarily 
a voluntary activity~ While i.ndividual patients may be urged, for ther-
apeutic reasons, to take a job in the hospital, there are no institu-
tionalized incentives, such as p~ent or other rewatds or the demand 
that a patient work as a preliminary to discharge, to develop patient 
participation in the programe The position of the work program in the 
total hospital program is that of one of the several voluntary 41Ctivi• 
ties•-the others being occupational therapy, recreational therapy, and 
the various patient organizations""-into which a patient may enter, and 
:ilay even be encouraged to enter, if he is interested. Such a program 
allows but does not coerce patients to enter into a variety of activi-
ties. Dr. Boward expresses the philosophy behind this kind of program 
as follows: 
~ •• it is vital to have in the hospital a social structure 
and activity which DlCl)St of the patiients can enter and really 
care for if mental health is to be improved. Instead of 
hospitalization offer~ng a.life which stimulates apathy and 
phantasy, it can better bring possibilities of interesting 
"cathectableu reality and a variety of fields where there 
is practical.personality interplay. The patient activities 
have appealed to the extremely ~eterogeneous, differently 
endowed and cultured, and variously troubled and talented 
groups of patient·s. They are an;i.mated, "low powered", re• 
sponsive, and capable of self change.s 
The Kinds of Jobs Included 
The jobs incluied in the work program are varied, ranging from 
-·~··-·------;.;..... ______________________ _ 
a-.-- - ... 
McLean Hospital, Amtual ReP!ort, 1957, p.21. 
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. simple, menial tasks, such as :raking leaves, shoveling snow, or folding 
damp wash in the laundry, to the ~driy complex jobs of rec~ptiruits\t, 
statistician,. garage Dtechanie, or salesperson in the hospital coffee 
shop. Many of the jobs are flexible in nature and can be varied to fit. 
the patient• s needs in terms of how IIUUly hours he can sustain a job and 
how Jnuch responsibility he is able to tU:e.. For example, a fairly re• 
greased patient :wtshing to work as a library assistant may be given a 
few simple tasks such "-s reshelvi~g books and cleaning up on· a one or 
two hour a week 'basis, while. a fairly well patient working as library 
.assistant Jllight take on several of the responsibilities of actually 
running the library and organizing some of the social activities which 
take place there» working half a day or more. The hours and responsi• 
bilities of each job are arranged as_ 'part of setting up the job. How-
ever, once they are arranged ·and. agreed upon between the patient and 
the employer, the patient is expected to report regularly to work and 
carry out his duties· as established.·· 
~st of the jobs in the work program are either clerical, staff 
assistant, or service joQs~ Clerical jobs include such jobs as typing, . 
mim~ographing, accounting, and statistical workj and can be set up in 
a number of different departments. The most popular clerical job is 
typing in the-,.typing pool," a central typing service which takes over-
flow typing work from various depaJ:'tme"Q.ts ·in the ·hospital and also does 
all the typi'llg for the patient organizations.. . this senice is in op-er-
ation in the patient library every Weekday mo1!11ing under. the supervision. 
of the librarian. Some of the other clerical jobs in the work progrua 
are accountant in the accounting office, clerk in the store room. and 
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stati,tician in the diet kitchen. 
While staff assistant jobs may include clerical work--for e~le, 
a library assi~tant may type library cards-~they are categorized sepa-
rately because their primary feature is that of being an assistant to 
the pattiettlar staff person or staff department. These jobs vary de-
pending on the person or department for which the patient work~;: .howeve:;', 
most of the jobs involve running errands and doingoodd jobs for the em-
ployer. Nurses' aide in a geriatrics ward; for example, involves helping 
the nurses make beds, clean up, and feed and move the patients. Some 
of the other staff assistant jobs are library assistant, Recreational 
Therapy assistant, and receptionist in Occupational Therapy. 
Service jobs include such joba as garage mechanic, laundry worker, 
porter, and groundsman. Most of these jobs <are set up under one of the 
service departments in the liospit;al: laundry, garage, kitchen, house-
keeping, or maintenance. Again, these jobs vary depending on the ~a­
partment for which the patient works or the type of work desired. Jobs 
in the. laundry, for example, can range from the very simple job of fold· 
ing damp wash to the more complicated work of operating one of the 
machines. 
Another category of jobs are those which do not require regular 
hours of work such as conducting hospital tours, or posteimaking. Pa-
tients conducting hospital tours work under the supervision of the ad~ 
ministrative executive assistand, and the job involves taking guests of 
the hospital on tours of the grounds. · Postenna..lting may be done for a 
number of different departments~ In both of these jobs, the patient 
does not lJOrk regul!arly; but: i11: on call to work when needed •. 
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How Referrals Are Made 
A patient may refer himself to the work prograa or may be referred 
by his doctor, nurse, or social worker. Tbese referrals may be made in 
a nuaber of ways and for a variety of reasoas. A patient may 9e refer~ 
red l?Y his doctor, nurse or social worker because the patient himself 
expressed an interest in having a job, or be·cause the referring person 
felt, in consultation with the patient's doctor, that a joo would be. 
therapeutically beneficial to him. In these latter cases, the referral 
is usually discussed with the patient before it is made. It is generally 
felt that when the patient is not involved in the referral and does not 
see a job as something he would like, be is not as likely tf!J accept.!,and 
reamin on the job. 
Most of the referrals come from the patients themselves. When a 
patient is. admitted to the hospital he is tol«il about the work program, 
and some patients refer themselves at this time. However» most patients 
become interested in the work program through talking with other patients 
who have worked; they then refer themselves after discussing with these 
patients, with nurses, or with other personnel the possibility of a job 
as an activity for them while in the llospital. All referrals are made 
to the patient's social worker. In cases where a patient does not al-
ready have a social worker, the referral is made to the Social Work De-
partment, and a social worker is assigned. On learning of the referral, 
the ~ocial worker calls the patient's hall an.d arranges an appointment 
with him through the head nurse. 
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.CHAI'TER IV 
GENEUL CIIARAC'.CEI.ISTICS OF mE PATIENTS 
'.Chis cll~ter is concerned with . the characteristics of patients 
applying for jobs in the work program. It will bxamine both personal 
and social characteristics and the nature of the illness of the pa ... 
tients. Its purpose is to describe the kinds of peoplec:Who apply for 
work since it is felt that the characteristics they brins to the situa-
tion have some bearing on the casework services needed to serve them. 
No systematic attempt has been made to compare this group with the to-
tal patient population since this study is concerned not with the re• 
presentativeness of the group studied but with the characteristics as 
a key to the services requested of the social worker by the patients 
applying for work. 
Age .ud Sex 
The following table shows the distribution of the patients by age 
and sex at the time of application to the work program. 
. , .. 
' . 
. . ; . ~~ .. 
. · ,-
TABLE. I 
AGE AND SEX OF THE P Al'IEITS 
Age at Application Men Women Total 
under 20 years 1 2 3 
20 ... 29 years 6 7 13 
3D-39 years 4 8 12 
49-49 years ·1 6 7 
50 years and over ... 5 s 
Total 12 28 40 
The patients h~d a fairly Wide age range: the youngest applicant 
was fifteen and the oldest fifty•nitie years oid. However, most of the 
patients (twenty•eight, or more than two-thirds of the total) were under 
the age of forty. thus, t:he group as a whole :.was a fairly young group. 
The breakdoWn. in ter.s qf.:.:;sex shows that over twice as many women as 
men applied for work. It should be pointed out that this p~oportion of 
men to women is approximately the same as that in the total patient pop-
ulation. The men as a group were younger than the women: all but one 
were under the age of forty, While the women were more evenly distri• 
buted among the five age categories. 
Social Situation 
Table 2 shows the marital status of the patients in the work 
program. 
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TABLE 2 
MARITAL STATUS OF THE PATIENtS 
Marital Status 
Unmarried 
Harried. 
Wid.owed 
Divorced 
Total 
Men 
10 
2 
. 12 
Women 
Sa 
1.5 
3 
2 
28 
Total 
18a 
17 
3 
2 
40 
a Includ.es one p_atient who_ became divorced while in the hospital. 
_The patients were fairly evenly d.i.stributed between married. a11d. 
unmarried. with a small number of wid.owed. and d.ivoreed. Tile breakdown 
of the group by men and WOIIlen shows that all but two of the men were 
unmarried wb,ile more than half of the women were marriede 
Thirty~foar of the patients were living in fa.ily situations at 
the time of admission. Of the eighteen unmarried patients, fifteen 
_were living with their parents. Two others were livi11g in college» 
and one bad an apartment away from home. - All of the married patients 
- - ' 
were living with their spouses and fourteen of these had_ children in 
the home.. One widow and ·one divorcee had adult children who had left 
the home and one widow ha9- no children._ 
It should be pointed out that in four instances the patients had 
been in the hospital ·for .-three or; more years and thus cannot be· said to 
have come recently .from their living situation. Of these patients, two 
were single, one married with no children, and one d.ivorced. with cbil• 
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Education and Employment 
Table 3 shows the educational level of the patients • 
. TABLE. 3 
THE EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF XHi PATIENTS 
Level of Education 
High School nQt completed 
High School graduate 
High School plus some college 
College graduate or higher 
Undetermined 
Nnmber of Patients 
or technical education 
· Total 
3 
7 
17 
12 
1 
40 
The;:educationaideiteJ.:,,of the patients was high. Most of fhe pa-
tients had some education in addition to high school, ranging from one 
year of business training to a full medical degree. Technical educa-
tion in this table includes business training, nurse's training, and 
industrial management training.. Six of the seven patients who did not 
have education in addition to high school were women.. The three patients 
who had not completed high school were patients whose high school edu-
cation was interrupted by their hospitalization. 
The following table shows.the employment status of the patients 
at the time of hospitalization·. 
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TABLE 4 
EMPLOYMENT AX':lrHE TIME OF HOSPITALIZATION 
Men Women 
Employment 
Not Not 
Married Married Married Married total 
Student 
Employed 2 
Unemployed: previously 
, emp~oyed 
Unemployed: never 
employed a 
Total 2 
3 
-3 5 
4 5 
_!Q..:. 
10 20 
a No record of. employment in t~e h~spital ~ecords~ 
2 5 
3 13 
1 10 
...L 12 
-'8 40 
Twenty-three of the patients had been eaployed::at some time prior 
to hospitalization. Fo~teen of these were women and nine were men. 
Six women and four men who had previously been employed were unemployed 
at the time of their admission. All of tbe twelve patients who had 
never been employed were women. 
The purpose of the breakdown in terms of marrfed and unmarried pa ... 
tients.is .to differentiate between those who had responsibilities to a 
home and those who did not. thus, of the twenty-one patients who weaQ. · 
unemployed at_the time. of hospitalization, fourte~n were married women· 
with responsibilities for their home and, in all but two cases, chilc~J:•~$· 
. . 
These are considered separately from the seven unmarried patients who,. 
were unemployed. The table shows that thirty.;.tbree of the forty pa-
. . ' 
tients were involved in the·responsibilities of studies or of either a 
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job or housework or both at the ttme.of their bospitali.:~;ation. Of the 
unmarried men, four were unemployed at the time of hospitali~ation. 
'• . -
These men had each previously been employed at various occupations but 
had never sett_led into a definite Qccupation or career. In addition, 
two of the patients. who were employed at th~ time of their hospitali-
zation had bad this pattern of' going from. job to job.. Thus six of the 
tHelve men in the stu" had a record of not being able to· maintain a 
steady job. 
The patients represented anumber of.different types of occupa-
tions. Most of the women had been in one of the three occupations of 
secretarial work, teaching, or nursing: fout women had eeen secre-
taries; two had been teachers; and two were nurses,. In addition, two 
women had done both secretarial work and teabhing; and one had been 
both a teacher and a nurse,. Of·the remaining three liOmen, two had been 
research technicians and one had been a clerk. The men had a greater 
range of o'ccupations. Three of the men had been writers, and two of :: 
these had also <lone acting and theatrical work. TWO men:::hado~beeli sales-
men, one a doctor, and one a mechanic. One had previously held a job 
in the Defense Dep~tment but at the time of' hospitalization was working 
as a clerk. Four of.the men had been in the armed service9 
It should be noted again that four of these patients had been hos-
pital:b;ed for three or mol"e years. Two of these patients were house ... 
wives who were not otherwise employed at: the time of .their hospitaliza-
tion, one patient had been previously employed buttwastnot employed at 
the ti.'l!e of hospitalization, and the fourth was a student at the time 
of hospitalizatian. It should also be noted ··that a patient is listed 
,l: 
' 
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as "unemployed: never employed" if the~e is not aention of any employ• 
aent in any part of. his eas_e record. In some cases, there was speci.-. 
fie mention of . the fact that the patient was never employed. However, 
in some cases there was no~e~tion of this, and in these cases it is 
possible that SOII.e of the patientS had held jobs at one time~ 
. . 
9barac:.teri_~ticis of Illness 
In order to understand-the. kinds of services requested of the so-
eial worker by the patients apply_:lng for wq:w;k, it is necessary to un= 
derstand the nature of the illness of the patients and the state of :< ... 
illness at the time q£ their applicaUon. This study seeks to do this 
in two ways: first, -to examine the clinical diagnoses of- the patients; 
and second, to evaluate how sick they were at the time of their appli• 
cation--· for work. 
Table 5 shows the distribution in terms of clinical diagnosis. · 
. , .. 
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TABLE 5 
CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF THE PATIENtS. 
Clinical Diagnosis 
Psychotic'reactions 
Schizophrenic reactions 
Catatonic type 
Paranoid type 
Schizo•affective type 
Simple type 
Undifferentiated type: chronic 
Undifferentiated type: .:tcute 
Manic-depressive reactions 
Manic phase 
Both phases 
. ' 
Depressive psychotic reactions 
Post-partum psychosis 
Involuntional psychosis 
Personality disorders 
Dtug or alcohol addiction 
Impulse neurosis 
Emotionally unst:able iiersonality 
Adjustment reaction 1;'o adolescence 
Other 
Total 
a -
Includes one post lobot~ patient. 
Number of 
patients 
4 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
28 
Total 
24 
5 
3 
6 
2 
40 
With the exception o£ the undifferentiated schizophrenics, which 
are clearly diagnosed as either acute_ or chronic, no attempt has been 
made to differentiate between acute and chronic illnesses, as such a 
differentiation is not always included in the medical diagnosis. As 
the table indicates, the greatest number of patients (thirty-two out of 
the forty) were diagnosed as having psychotic illnesses~ the •ajority 
of these, and over half of the. total number of patients, were schizo-
phrenic. Two patients were classified as not falling into either of 
these two major categories. One of these had a clinical diagnosis of 
nparanoid personality, depressive reaction:,:u which would be categorized 
as a psychoneurotic reaction. The other ~as diagnosed on entering the 
. . . 
hospital as having a chronic organic psychosis, and, while subsequent 
tests had found no evidence.of a chronic brain syndrome,.tbe formal 
diagnosis had not been changed • 
. Tae evaluation of the patients in terms of bow sick they were at 
the time of. application to the wrk program is based on two criteria: 
1) the extent to Which the illness interfered with the functioning of 
the patient; and 2) the degree of reality orientation in the patient. 
The basis of judgment on these criteria hasbeen the medical notes writ• 
ten by the patien~'s administrative doctor for the medical record cov• 
ering the time of his job application, and the assessment of the social 
worker to Whom the patient applied. On these bases, four categories 
have been set up: 
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I Extremely sick: psychosis intrusive into almost all 
areas of functioning. 
II Very sick: able to orient selfto'reality in some 
areas so that psychotic processes intrude only mod-
-erately into daily life •. 
III Moderately sick: reality oriented in most areas so 
that the illness is not intrusive into daily life 
as a whole9 
IV Moderately well: -eell reality oriented and, able to 
sustain some responsibility for self and activities. 
7he following are e~les of each of these categories: 
I Case number .33, Gordon H., a tlJenty-three year-old single 
male was diagnosed as a paranoid schi~ophrenic. He was 
referred in the ninth month of his hospHali~ation. Al:-. 
though he was showing slow improveaent, Gordon was still 
extremely paranaid to the_ pQint that he was unable to 
stay with anything. This paranoia focused particularly/ 
on women, and he. became panicked in relationships with 
thea. He was referred. for a job by the adlninistrative 
doctor, who saw this as a means of brin~ing him into a 
positive relationship with a woman case~rkerM It was 
felt that it was unlikely that he could either accept a 
job or stay with the easelfork'relationship, but if he 
could even manage to see ·the social worker three or· four 
times, this would be therapeutically beneficial to htm. 
II Case number 40, Mary R., a th±rty-five year-old married 
female, diagnosed as manic depi"e$8ive reaction, manic 
phase. She was referred in the fourth month of her hospi-
talization. Mrs. R 1 s hypermanic behavior had subsided 
some~hat and she had been transferred to an open ward. 
She still, however, had difficulty focusing on things and 
had a very short attention span .ttn~ a pattern of starting 
an activity and dropping it because she was unable to 
stay with it. She referred herself for a job~ 
III Case number 22, Laura J., a twenty-nine year-old single 
female, diagnoMed as personality disorder, emotionally un-
stable personality. She was referred in the second month 
of hospitalization. Laura was reality oriented, was still 
· depressed, but was les8 agitated than she had been. She 
had just been transferred from an extremely disturbed ward 
to a less disturbed ward~ She was referred by her admini-
strator for a job and casework on her work adjustment di-
rected towards her eventually being able to get a job out• 
side the hospital-
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IV Case number 29, Carolyn w., a twenty-six yearsold married 
female, diagnosed as acute undifferentiated. sc:hb;opbrenic. 
;She was referred in the fourth month of her hospitalization. 
Carolyn had been improving slowly but :steadily since enter• 
ing the hospital and. was well or.ieuted to reality. She had 
recently begun to enter into activities in the hospital and, 
where she had previously been withdrawn, was now quite so• 
ciable. She was tatting trips outside the hospital with her 
husband with good success. Her administrator referred her 
for a job. 
Table 6 shows the distribution of the patients in these four 
categories. 
DEGREE OF ILLNESS 
Category 
I 
II 
III· 
IV. 
Extremely sick 
Very sick 
Moderately sick 
Moderately well 
Total 
Number of Patients 
3 
15 
17 
5 
40 
Almost half of the patients fall into Groups I and II: those pa-
tients whose illness intruded to a crippling extent into their daily 
life. Three of these patients were categori~ed as so sick that their 
illness intruded into almost all areas of their functioning. Of the 
remaining twenty•two patients, only five were considered to be moder• 
atelywell and able to sustain considerable responsibility for self and 
activities at the time of referral. All of the patients in the first 
two groups bad formal diagnoses of one of the psychotic reactions. The 
. . . .. 
last two grou~s contain patients with both psychotic and with non•psy~ 
cbotic reactions. 
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CHAPtER. V 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOB AND JOB EXPERIENCE 
This chapter will examine some aspects of the job and job exper• 
ience. The number and kinds of jobs for which the patients applied, 
the length of ttme the patients worked on each job, and s~e contribu• 
tions which the patients·' pr.evious education and experience and their 
illness made to the nature of their job applications and job experience 
will be considered. 
The NUDtber and Kinds of Jobs 
rh.e forty patients applied for a total of sixty .. tbree jobs and 
worked·. on fift;r•three of these .jobs. Tw~nty•six, or two-thirds of the 
patients, applied for only one job, while fourteen patients applied 
for from two to four jobs .• · The applications for aore than one job were 
as follows: sevenpatients applied for two jobs; five patients for 
three jobs; and two patients for four jobs. While most of the patients 
applying for more than one j()b held jobs in succession30 four patients 
who worked on some job applied for one or 1nore jobs on which they did· 
not work. In two of these instances, the job was not approved either 
by the patient's administrative doctor or by the prospective employer. 
One patient decided against the job after it was arranged, and one pa-
tient was not approved for one job and himself decided against another. 
Two of the patients making more than one application held two jobs si-
multaneously. Both of these patients applied for the second job after 
having worked regularly and.., reportedly, well on the first job for at 
least two months. 
Four of the forty patients did not work an any job. One of these 
was discharged before the job began; two ap'~ently lost interest in 
working after the job was arranged; and the fourth patient made a num-
ber of applications none of which were approved py the administrative 
doctor. 
Table 7 shows the jobs applied for and the number of patients ap-
plyin~ for each •. In instances where a patient applied for two or more 
different jobs each application is included in the tableo 
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TABLE 7 
THE JOBS APPLIED FOR 
Number of Patients 
Total Number of 
Job Applications 
Men Women Total 
Clerical 
Typing 1 13 14 16 
Mimeographing 1 2 3 3 
Clerk 2 2 4 
Staff Assistant 
a Library assistant 1 7 .8 10 
Work ~ogram assistant 1 1 1 
Recreational Therapy 
assistant 1 1 1 
Receptionist for 
Occupational Therapy 1 1 1 
Nurses • aide . 1 3 4 5 
Service 
Laundry work 1 6 7 7 
Maintenance 3 ... 3 4 
Garage mechanic 1 1 1 
Kitchen work 1 1 1 
J;»ortering 1 1 1 
Washing and cleaning up l 1 3 
Other 
Conducting hospital tours 2 2 2 
Postermalting 
_!_ 
...L -L ....L Total 16 37 53 63 
a Includes assistant in the medical library 
While the kinds of jobs in the work program were discussed to some 
extent in Chapt:er.III, clarification of a·few specific jobs needs to 
be made here. . The jobs described as "clerk .. were jobs doing statistical 
work. For example, clerk in the diet! kitchen required recording daily 
the food prepared and sent to the differenti. halls for people on special 
diets. The portering and the washing and cleaning up jobs were not 
regularly established jobs in the work program, but were set up at the 
request of the patients applying. Portering involved setting up and 
clearing away chairs before and after meet;ngs. The three washing and 
cleaning up jobs involved, respectively, washing flower pots, washing 
dishes after teas, and clearing dis he'S . from tables in the coffee shop·. 
The table· shows that. certain jobs· tended to be frequently applied 
fo-r, while ·other jobs received: only a few appU.cations. Xhil'ty-three, 
or more than half cif· the applications for job~ were for one of the three 
jobs of typing, .library assistant, o;r .laundry work. The rettaining thir• 
ty applications were distributed among thirteen jobs, with no jobs re-
ceiving more than five applications and six jobs receiving. only one ap~ 
plication. The women in the study tended to apply for different: jobs 
. . _;'./' 
from the men. .Jobs involving heavy work, such as maintenance and kit ... 
chen work, garage mechanic, and. porterilig, wre applied for entirely 
by men, while the clerical job of typing, the jobs of staff assistant 
and laundry work had primarily women applicants. 
. . " .· . 
The n~ber of applications was included in the table to indicate 
the instances where a patient appl:f.ed more than once for the same kind 
of job. Thus, fourteen ·patients are listed. as making sixteen applica• 
tions for typing jobs b~oause. two patients .applied twice for. this tYPe 
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of job. An example of this is the patient, Case 25, who worked a few 
weeks typing in the librarY and then, wishing a job giving her more 
steady work, reapplied for typing in the diet kitchen, a job which she 
held until discharge from the hospital. In a number of instances~ pa"" 
tients applied for. two or more different kinds of jobs. For example, 
one patient, Case 13> applied first for a typing job and second for a 
job as library assistant, remaining on each less than a week. She re-
applied again for a job in the laundry and held this job for several 
months. 
While it is recogni~ed that previous education, employment, and 
experience play a part in determining what jobs a patient applies for, 
full assessment of the effect of these factors is felt to be beyond 
the scope of this study. However, a few instances in which there was 
a clear relationship between previous experience and the job applied 
for should be pointed out. Of the seven patients recorded as having 
bad secretarial' training and/or e:)[perience, six applied for typing jobs. 
The seventh applied for the job of library assistant, a job which may 
or may not have included some clerical work. Three patients were re-
.. 
corded as having had nurses • training, and one of these applied for a 
job as a nurses' aide; another applied for work as assistant in the 
medical library, a job in which medical knowledge could be of some use; 
and the third worked as library assistant in the patient library. 
Leng_th of Time on the J'ob 
Table 8 shows the distribution of the patients by the length of 
ttme on each job and the reason for terminating it. Applications which 
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did not result in the patient working have alreadr been discussed and 
are not included in the table. In instances where patients applied for 
more than one job, all the jobs on which they actually worked are 
included. 
TABLE 8 
LENGlH OF TIME ON THE JOB AND REASON FOR TERMINAtiON 
The length of time dn::.~ae job ranged from one day to more than a 
. . 1 
year, with the mean length of time being about three months. MQst of 
the jobs were of short duration. Twenty, or nearly half of the jobs 
lasted less than one month,. while only fourteen, or C)ne=fourth of the 
jobs, lasted longer than four: months.. Most of the patients working 
I 
less than one month quit their jobs, while seven of the nineteen pa-
tients working from one to four months and half of the fourteen patients 
1 This figure was determined by taking the mean of the number of weeks 
for each job held. 
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working longer than four months worked until discharge or until getting 
a job outside the hospital. The patients.applying for more than one 
job were not necessarily the patients working the least amount of time 
on each job~ Several of these patients worked brief periods of time 
on the first job or jobs for which they applied but were later able 
to accept and remaitt on a job for four months OJ;' longer. Three of 
these patients worked on their last job until discharge or until getting 
a job outside the hospital •• One patient who applied for two jobs held 
both jobs longer than.four months. 
One patient's job ended. This job was set up on a temporary basis 
to do some seasonal clerical work and lasted three months. The patient 
reapplied for another clerical job which he held until discharge from 
·the hospital. 
By far the most frequent reason for terminating a job was the pa• 
tient 1s quitting.· The reasons for quitting fell into two main areas: 
dissatisfaction with the fjtob; and illness. Under dissatisfaction with 
the job were such reasons as that the patient was no longer interested 
in the job, did not like the job, or wanted a different location or a 
different type of work. Unc.ier illness were such reasons as that the 
patient was too sick to sustain a job, became anxious while on the job, 
or became sicker after having begun the jobe These reasons are not 
mutually exclusive. In many cases, the patient's reasons for being 
dissatisfied with his job were due in part to his illness. 
Table 9 shows the_length of tt.e patients worked in relation to 
bow sick they were at the time of their/ first application for a job~ 
Where patients worked on more than one job, tbe mean length of time on 
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all jobs included. :rhe categor~es used to describe the illness are 
those set up in Chapter IV. 
·TABLE 9 
LENGm OF tiME ON THE JOB AND DEGREE OF ILLNESS 
Length of Time 
Degree of 
Illness 
Did Not Less than 1 to 4 More than Total 
Work 1 Month Months 4 Months 
I Extremely sick 2 1 3 
II Very sick 3 5 3 4 15 
III Moderately sick 1 2 9 5 17 
IV Moderately well ... 2 2 1 5 
Total 4 11 15 10 40 
As might be expected, tae patients in Groups I and II, those pa-
tients described as being sick to the point that the illness interfered 
with their functioning in daily life, worked less time on their jobs 
than did the patients in Groups III and rv. The majority of patients 
in Groups I and II (two out of three patients in Group I and eight out 
of fifteen patients in Group II) either did not work or worked an aver-
age time of less than one month. In Groups ;r:II and IV the majority of 
patients (fourteen out of ~eventeen in Group III and three out of five 
in Group IV) worked one month or longer. Most of the patients holding 
a job more than four months ~;e in Groups II and III. 
The reasons for termination also varied ~ong these four groups. 
The three patients·in Group I worked on a total of six jobs) and all 
but one of these jobs were terminated by the patient's quitting. One 
patient in this category was still working on one job as of November 
30, 1958. In Group II, the fifteen patients held nineteen jobs and 
in twelve of these the patient quit. The patient worked until discharge 
or until getting a job outside the hospital in only six of these jobs. 
In contrast, the twenty-two patients in Groups III and IV worked on a 
total of twenty~seven jobs and in eleven cases held the job until get-
ting an outside job or until discharge. the patient quit in only nine 
jobs. the high rate of discharge of patients in Group IV seems to ac-
count for the fact that more of these patients did not hold their jobs 
longer. Three of these five patients, all of whom worked until dis• 
charge from the hospital, ·were discharged within four months of begin• 
ning their jobs. 
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CHAPTER VI 
OTHER CASEWORK SERVICES GIVEN 
All of the patients included in this. study made an application 
for a job through the Social Work Department. Thus all of the patients 
were seen by a caseworker, and, on the ~ounds that casework takes 
place in even one interview, received some casework service in connec• 
,· 
tion with their job application. In Chapter V it was noted that in 
all but one of the £~rty cases a job was arranged for the patient ap-
plying~ and in all but four of the cases~ the patient worked. 
I ThiS Chapter iS COncerned 'With the CaSeWOrk SerViCeS given tO the 
patient applying to the work program over and above that of arranging 
a job. It will focus on the nature and source of the referral and the 
extent of the casework services given~ It will also consider the re-
lation of the referral, of the patient's illness, and of other factors 
· of these services. 
.The Referral 
Twenty•two or more than half of the patients referred themselves. 
Of the remaining eighteen patients, nine were referred by the adminis• 
trative doctor, seven by the patient and doctor together, and two by 
. . 
the social worker. The patient and doctor together are listed as a 
source of referral when it was clear from the case record that the re-
ferral was discussed between the doctor and the patient so that the 
thinking of both was included in the referral. It is possible that 
in a number of cases discussion between the patient and doctor about 
the referral occurred without being mentioned in the record. Thus, 
some patients listed as self referrals or as doctor referrals may be• 
long in this category. 
Five patients referreci themselves at the time of admission. These 
patients are incltidedGIIi>ng the self referrals~ It-is recognized 31 how-
ever, that the referral JllaY have come, directly or indirectly, out of 
the discussion withthe admitti-ng social worker about the facilities 
for activities in t:be hospital and.the services offered by the social 
worker. 
In sb: cases, patients were re•referred some time after the ori ... 
ginal· referral took )?lace. Four of these patients originally referred 
themselves for a job and•iJwere later re•referred by or in conjunction 
with their doctor £or other casework services. In one case the origi-
nal referral came.· from the patient and doctor together· and that patient 
was later re-referred by the doctor, and in one case the patient and 
the doctor together made both the original and the re-referral. Both 
of these patients were first referred for a job and later for other 
'Services. 
Table 10 shows the distribution of the patients by the services 
requested for them on referral. 
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TABLE 10 
SERVICES REQUESTED ON UFERRAL 
services Requested 
Referred for job~ 
Number of 
Patients 
no other services requested 18 
other services requested 12 
re•referred for other services 6 
Referred for other services: 
job not mentioned in the referral 4 
Total 40 
Casework services other than a job were requested for twentyutwo, 
or more than half, of the forty patients. Six of these patients were 
originally refe~red for a job and were later re•referred for other 
casework services. Four patients were not referred for a job. These 
patients were referred for other casework services and thei-r jobs grew 
out of this casework. 
The other casework services that were requested fall into five 
main areas: hospital activities; discharge planning (including get• 
ting a job outside the hospital); family problems; personal and social 
-
adjustment; and "relationship .. " While a casework relationship is im-
plied in every referral, it is listed asa service requested when the 
specific need for a relationship was stated in the referral. For ex-
ample, Case 21, an adolescent patient, was referred to give the patient 
an adult figure with whom to identitY~ Some of the referrals for "re-
lationship11 were self referrals$ Case 30, a patient who had been in 
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the hospital a number of yeats, referred herself because she wanted 
someone to talk over her problems with. 
Table 11 shows the kinds of services requested in relation to the 
referral source. In cases where patients were re ... refel'red, the services 
requested in both referrals are included. 
TABLE 11 
REFERRAL SOURCE AND SERVICES REQUESTED 
Referral Source 
Services Requested 
Self Doctor· Doctor and Social total 
Patient Worker 
Job 22 8 6 36 
.])iseharge planning 3 2 5 
Hospital activities 2 2 
Family problems 2 1 3 
Personal and social 
adjustment 3 2 2 7 
uRelationshipu 2 3 1 2 8 
The 'Jilajority a£ the referrals were :£or a job. Of the other ser ... 
vices, casework on personal and social problems> and ''relationship" 
were the most frequently requested. Xlte patients who referred them ... 
selves tended to request only a job, while referrals aade by or in con-
junction with a doctor or social worker tended to request one or more 
other services. Only four of the twenty~two patients referring theDF 
selves requested additional casework services, while in five of the 
. nine referrals made by a doctor and three of the seven referrals by 
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the patient and doctor together one or more other services were request• 
ed. Both of the referrals by social workers were for such services. 
It should be pointedout that in at least three instances, while 
a stated purpose of the referral was a job, the real purpose waB to 
bring the patient into contact with the social worker. One patient wbo 
referred herself for a job used the request for a job as an excuse to . 
meet the social worker working with her relatives. The patient was not 
really interested in a job and did not werk when the job was set up. 
In two cases of patients refe:rred by their: doctors for a job and case• 
work on personal and social problems, the job was seen by the referring 
doctor as a concrete matter through which to bring the patient into a 
working relationship with the sacial worker. The job application thus 
assumes, in some cases, the function of making the social worker acces-
sible to the patient. 
The Casework Services Given 
Extent of Casework Services Given 
Evaluation of the extent of casework services each patient re-
ceived is made on the basis of two criteria: the number of times the 
patient was seen; and. the variety of prob1~s dealt with in the inter~ 
views. The number of times a patient was seen is considered a clue 
rather than a determining factor in evaluating the extent of .the case-
work. For example, a patient seen ten times, regul~ly for intensive 
casework is considered to have had more extensive casework than one 
seen fifteen times; irregularly and briefly, for interviews focused 
primarily on arranging some of his activities in the hospital. 
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On the basis of these criteria, three categories have been set: up: 
:t Job focused· casework: seen only a few times in interviews 
focused entirely or almost entirely on the job applica-
tion. 
II Limited casework: seen irregul~ly or briefly for case~ 
work.focused on.one or a few specific problems.in addi.tion 
to the job application. 
Ill :Sxtensive case'Workt seen regularly over a period of sev-
eral. months in interviews focused on a variety of prob-
lems concerning perso_nal, social, work, or hospital ad-justment. 
The following are examples of each of these categories: 
I Case 20, Martha G., a forty year~oidmarried female, diagnosed 
as paranoid schizophrenic; who referred herself for a job af~ 
ter several years of hospitalization. She applied for the job 
·of nurses' aide and had already done soae preliminary investi ... 
gation of the job, including _having obtained the approval of 
the n~se under .whom. she .would work, :before coming to her in-
terview with the social ~rker.. She was seen twice to arrange 
the job:, but was uneasy in the relationship with the social 
worker and was not. interested in any further appointments. 
Martha worked regularly oti the job until her discharge oae year 
latere 
.II Case 35, Peggy L•, a 26 year-old single. female, diagnosed as 
manic:.•depressive reaction, manic and depressed phases, who ap• 
plied for a job, after talking it over. w"ith her doctor, in the 
third lllOnth of her'bospitali~ation~. She applied for the job 
of library assistant.· Peggy's,fe~ of failure had prevented 
her from holding a job for very long previous to her hospital-
ization, and she had· a great many fears about beginning a job 
in the ho.spital. She was seen seven times within a few weeks, 
and casework wa~ focused prtmarily on these fears with the goal 
of helping her to accept the job and stay with it. She worked 
fairly well for a <few weeks before becoming sicker and having 
to quit. At this td.me casework .was ·also terminated. · 
III Case 14, .Thomas s., · a thirty ... th:ree year-old single. male, diag-
nosed as simple schbophrenic::., who referred htmself in the 
first month of hospitalization for a job. At this tilie, he 
was seen only in regard to his job application. Several months 
later, following a conversation with hiS doctor, he. was re-. 
referred for a job and casework and was seen regularlye Tom 
was too fearful . of relationships with people to be able to 
bold any of the three Jobs for which he applied longer than two 
weeks. With a lot of support, he was able to stay with the re-
lationship with the caseworker and·was seen·a te»tal of twent .. 
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seven times. Casework was focused on his activities both in 
the hospital and in the e011111tunity, as he began to make visits 
home, and on his way* of ha~dling situations, including the 
casework relationship, in an effort to help him view inter~ 
persoual situations more realistically and to be less fearful 
of thea .. 
Table 12 shows the distribution of the patients in these three 
categories. 
TABLE 12 
. . 
EXTENT OF CASEWORK SERVICES GIVEN 
Extent of Casework 
I Job-focused casework 
II Limited casework 
III Extensive casework 
·Total 
N~ber of Patients 
11 
18 
11 
1;0 
Twenty-nine, or almost three-fourths, of the forty patients re-
ceived some casework over and above finding them a job in the hospital. 
Most.of these patients received limited casework, while eleven, or one-
fourth of the total group, received extensive casework. Eight patients 
ultimately seen for casework services over and above the job application 
were seen at the time of their first job application only in regard to 
the job. Other services were offered them on their re-referral or re~ 
application for a job. These patients are included in the category 
describing the extent of casework services they ultt.&tely received. 
Five of these patients received limited casework and three received ex-
tensive casework after their re-referral or reapplication. 
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-==~==========================================================~====== 
The focus of the interviews of the majority of the patients re~ 
ceiving limited casework was on problems of the patient 1 s job adjusto 
ment. . In some of these cases the job was seen as the first step in 
the goal of discharge planning:, in others:, the goal was to help the pa-
tient adJust to his hospitalization. In several cases, the interviews 
focused directly on discharge planning9 This involved, in different 
cases, getting the ·patient a job outside the hospital~ helping him to 
use community resources, and talking over with him some of the problems 
of Jtis initial movements back into the, coaunity •. While in many cases 
family problems and personal and social problems were discussed, in 
aost cases the·se problems· were not the main focus of the interviews 
-d were dealt with primarily as they affected the patient 1 s job ad ... 
justment or his return to the community. 
In the ~ajority of cases of patients receiving extensive casework, 
the focus of the inter-Views was on l>roblems of the patient's personal 
and social adjustment. The goal of theseinterviews was to improve the 
patient's reality functioning and adjustment in.a number of his problem 
areas, usually with the ultimate goal of rehabilitating him for dis ... 
charge and return to the communi~. Job adjustment, hospital and c~· 
munity activities, and family relationships were focused on when they 
manifested some of the patient's problems ofpersonal and social ad• 
justment. In some cas.es 3 the interviews focused on discharge planning, 
but in all of these cases this took the fora of a long range plan of 
working st~p by step with the patient as he began to. gradually move out 
of the hospital and back into community life~ 
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Referral and Extent of Casework Giv~n 
Table 13 shows the extent of the casework given in relation to the 
services requested in the referral. In instances where a patient was 
re .. referred, the services·requested in both referrals ar~ included .. 
TABLE 13 
EXTENT OF CASEWOR.lt AND SERVICES REQUESTED ON REFERRAL 
Extent of Casework 
Services Requested 
Job-focused Limited Extensive 
Casework Casework Casework Total 
Job 11 16 9 36 Discharge planning 
-
.-. 2. 3 5 .. Hospital activities 
-
1 1 2 
Family problems 1 2 ... 3 Personal and social 
adjustment 
- 4 3 7 
"Relationshipu 
-
4 4 8 
The table shows that those. patients tended to be seen for limited 
or extensive casework who requested services other than job in their 
referral. All but one of the patients requesting casework services in 
addition to job received some casework over and above the job applica-
tion. One patient was discharged before any casework interviews beyond 
those arranging the job oould take placep In cont.ra.st,only eight pa-
tients referred only for job received more than job-focused casework. 
Six of these received limited casework and.two rec~ived extensive case-
work. 
Table 14 $hows the extent of casework services given in relation 
to the referral source. In cases where the patient was only seen for 
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casework services over and above the job application after re-referral~ 
only the re-referral source is included. Four of these patients origi-
nally referred themselves, and two were originally referred by the pa-
tient and doctor together. 
TABLE 14 
K~~Nf OF CASEWORK AND REFERRAL SOURCE 
Extent of Casework · 
Referral Source 
Job-focused Limited .Extensive 
Casework Casework Casewcrk Total 
Self 9 6 3 18 
l>octor 1 7 5 13 
Doctor and patient 1 4 2 7 
Social worker 1 1 2 
The table shows that the patients who werecseen only in regard 
. . 
to their job application tended to be self-referrals, while those seen 
for casework services over and above the job application tended to be 
staff referrals. Nine Q£ the eleven patients seen fQr job-focused 
casework referred themselves, while twelve of the eighteen patients re-
ceiving limited casework and.eight of the elevetJ. patients receivil:ng ex-
tensive casework were referred by or in conjunction. with a doctor or 
social worker.. Two possible factors may have been operating in this 
tendency. Ithas already been noted that·patients referring themselves 
tended to request fewer services in addition to job than did staff mem-
hers referring patients. The patients who referred themselves for a · 
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job may have been those patients less interested in or less able to 
accept continued casework than those who discussed tae referral with 
their doctors first or whom the doctors or social workers selected as 
patients able to benefit from referral~ On the other hand, there may 
have been a tendency on the part of the social workers to develop into 
continued cases those patients referred by or in conjunction with a 
staff member in preference.to those cases referred by the patients 
themselves. While there is not sufficient evidence in the material 
gathered in this study to assess the. relative importance of these fac~ 
tors in determining the extent of the casework given to a patient, the 
writer suggests the possibility of'their existence as determining fac-
tors~ 
Other Factors in the Extent of Casework Given 
A few other factors which seemed to influence the extent of case-
work services given in specific cases should be discussed. It goes 
almost without saying that the patient's discharge from the hospital 
can be, in certain cases, a limiting factor in the length of time a 
patient is seen. Four of the patients receiving job-focused casework 
and two of the patients receiving limited casework were discharged with-
in one month of their job applications. In at least one of these cases, 
a patient seen for job•focused casework» it was mentioned in the case 
record that the social worker planned to see the patient in regard to 
some problems otaer than job, a plan which was interrupted when the 
patient was discharged out of state. While this was mentioned only in 
this particular case, it may have been a factor in other cases. 
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All of the patients who applied for ~re than one job received 
some casework in addition to their job applications. In some cases, 
the patient's being seen for casework in addition to job seemed to grow 
out of the fact that he had made more than one application for a jobe 
In others, the additional applications grew out of the casework begun 
with the first application. Case 10 is an example of the former. When 
this patient first applied for a job, he was seen only in te~ of his 
job application. After working on this job for several months, he re• 
applied for an additional job, saying that he was interested in being 
more active and doing more work. He responded with enthusiasm to the 
social worker's suggestion of regular interviews considering his acti• 
vities in the hospital and the cQDIIIlunity and was seen regularly for 
more than a year. Case 15 is an eJCample of the latter. This patient 
referred herself for a job and family problema, and was seen several 
times in regard to these and other specific problems and, eventuaily, 
for discharge planning. In talking about her discharge plans, the pa• 
tient expressed an interest in returning to her former secretarial job 
when she left the hospital, and a typing job was arranged to help her 
prepare for this. 
In six cases, illness was mentioned in the case record as a factor 
limiting the extent to which casework services could be given. In all 
of these cases, the social worker saw the patient as unable to make 
further use of casework services either because he was too sick to focus 
on a casework interview or becaus.e he was unable to tolerate a casework 
relationship. While illness was •entioned as a.lillli~ing factor only in 
these cases, it is possible that it limited the extent of casework 
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services that could be given.in other cases. Ce~tainlys in at least 
five cases where patients were seen first only in regard to their job 
application and were later seen for continued casework, considerable 
improvement in their clinical picture preceded their ultimately being 
seen in continued casework. 
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CHA.P'XER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this· study has been to examine the function of the 
social worker in the newly established work program at the McLean Hos-
pital. Three res~~ch questions were raised: what kinds of patients 
apply for a job and what are .the circumstances of the referral; what 
is the nature of the jobs applied for and of the job experience; and 
what other casework s.ervices are given to ·patients applying to the work 
program and what factors tend to influence whether or not these services 
are given. The patients' personal and social characteristics; the 
characteristics of their illness; the source and purpose of the refer-
rals; the kinds of jobs applied for, length of time on the job, and 
some factors influencing the job applied ~or and the length of ttme 
worked; the other services given and factors influencing whether or not 
they were given were examined in answering these questions. 
The group studied included the forty patients who made a first 
application tlu:ough the Social Work Department for a job within the 
selected period from July 1, 1957, through June 30, 1958. Data were 
gathered on these patients fro. the medical and social work notes in 
their case reeords and, where needed, from interviews with their social 
workers. 
. . 
The group consisted of twenty-eight women and twelve men ranging 
in age from fift_een . to fifty-nine years with the greatest number of pa• 
tients falling in the yo~ng adult years o~ twenty to forty. On the 
whole the patients in the group were highly educated,. and most of them 
. 
had been involved in such responsibilities as studies, a job, or house ... 
work up to the ttme of their hospitalization. However, a significant 
number of the men bad a history of never h•ving held a steady job. 
While almo:!t half of the group was married, most of the married patients 
were women; All but two of the twelve men were unmarried. 
More than tbreeafourtbs of the patients were diagnosed as having 
psychotic illneaa~ii, and most of these were schizophrenic reactions • 
. Manic•depressive reactions and depressive psychotic reactions were also 
represented. Of the no~p§Ychotic illnesses, personality disorders 
were the most frequent. ·Almost half of the patients applying to the 
work program were described as being sick to the point that their ill-
ness intruded into almost all areas of their functioning. The degree 
of a patient's illness was felt to be a factor in the number of jobs 
for which he applied and the length of. time on each job: the sickest 
patients tended to apply for more jobs and remain less time on each. 
It was also felt to be a factor in the extent of casework services a 
patient received: specific: instances in which casework services were 
not continued or.were not expanded because of the inability of the pa= 
tient to tolerate either the casework interview or the casework rela• 
tionship or both were noted. 
Since this is a study of patients who applied to the Social Work 
Department for a job, they all.~~ by definition, requested a job and were 
seen by a social wor~r for one or more interviews regacding this job 
application. In most cases, this application resulted in the patient's 
beginning work on some job. The four exceptions were patients who lost 
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interest in the job after the application was made or whose application 
was not approved by the doctor or prospective employer~ 
Of the patients who worked, only one-third worked longer than four 
months. rhe majority of the jobs terminated because the patient quit, 
frequently within one month of beginning work. Illness and dissatis• 
faction with the gob were seen as the most frequent reasons for a pa-
tient's quitting. In six cases the patient's job preceded his getting 
a job outside the hospital. Eleven patients worked until discharge 
from the hospital. Several of these patients worked for brief periods 
of time on one or more jobs before being able to remain on a job until 
discharge or getting an outside job. While full examination of the 
factors contributing to a patient's success or failure on a job was felt 
to be outside the limits of this study. the writer feels that this is a 
possible area for further exploratio~. 
the sources of referral were the patient himself, the administra• 
. . . 
tive doctor,. the patient and doctor together, and the social worker. 
More than half of the patients referred theaselves. the administrative 
doctor and "the doctor and patient together" accounted for most of the 
rest of the referrals. Only two referrals were made by the social war• 
ker. Six patients were re-referred. · Four of these were originally 
self referrals and were re ... referred by the patient's doctor. Two were 
originally referred by"tbe patient: and doctor together" and were re-
referred one by the doctor and one by "the patient .and doctor toget;hern. 
Eighteen of the patients were referred only for a job. Twent:yatwo 
were referred for other services. Six of. tbes.e were originally referred 
for a job and later re~referred for other services. The other services 
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for which patients vere refe~ed fell into the five areas of hospital 
activities~ discharge planning, family problems, personal and social 
adjustment, and .. relationship... Patients tended to refer themselves 
only for a job, while staff members tended to refer patients for other 
services in addition to a job~ 
Casework services in addition to a job were given in tbree .. fourths 
of the cases. The patients who were seen for services other than a job 
tended to be those patients for whom these services were requested in 
the referral. Such services.were requested for half of the forty pa-
tients. All but one of these patients received some casework over and 
above their job applications~ One patient was discharged before case ... 
work other than that connected with the job application could be under-
taken. 
Those patients 'tended .to be seen fot casework over and above the 
job application who were referred by or in conjunction with a staff 
person. Two factors which may have contributed to this tendency were 
suggested. The patients· referring themselves for a job may have been 
those patients who were less interested. in or less able to accept con• 
tinued casework than those patients who discussed the referral with 
their doctors first or whom a doctor saw as being able to benefit from 
referral. On·the other hand, the social workers may tend to develop 
into continued cases those patients referred by or in conjunction with 
a staff member in preference to those. patients referring themselves. 
Further examination of the referral process and of the factors in re-
ferral Which contribute to whether or not a patient is seen for con~ 
tinued casework is necessary before conclusions as to the tmnortance 
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of these factors in determining the extent of casework services can be 
made. the writer suggests this as another area for further study. 
Certain other factors seemed to contribute in specific instances 
to the extent of casework services atven to each patient. In several 
cases, the patient was discharged from the hospital within one month of 
his application for work. In at least one of these cases, the discharge 
interrupted the social worker's plan to extend'casework services beyond 
arranging a job for the patient. 
A number of patients applied for two or more jobs. In some cases, 
these reapplications grew out of the fact that the patient was being 
seen by a social worker for additional casework services. In some cases, 
the fact that the patient made reapplications for jobs seemed to have 
influenced the social ·worker to extend casework servi.ces to hime 
Conclusions 
The writer feels that the social worker's job finding function in 
the work program is closely connected with his other casework services 
to patients. Some patients were seen only for the purpose of finding 
them a job, In other cases there was a clear distinction between the 
work done in finding the patient a jpb and the casework done on other 
problems. However, .in the greatest number of cases, the two functions 
were not clearly distinguishable. In many of these cases, the job was 
used as an aid to casework. · Several job applications grew out of case~ 
work. In other cases the casework focused on the patient's job adjust-
ment to help him be more comfortable in. a job situation. And, in a 
number of cases, the job provided theworker with a concrete situation 
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through which problems of the patient's personal and social adjustment 
could be discussed. 
While this study was focused ~n describing the function of the 
social worker in the work progr~, this could not be done without ex~ 
amining to some extent the work program itself and the channels through 
which the patients requesting jobs come to the attention of the social 
worker. Two areas have been suggested for further study as a result of 
this examination. Study of the factors ~ich contribute to the pa-
tient 's success or failure on a job, ·the writer. feels, would be of value 
both to the Social Work Department, in its functioti of selecting jobs 
for patients, and to the hospital administration, in its continued ex-
pansion of the work program to meet the needs of patients. Further 
atudy of the referral process within the hospital and of the factors . 
which contribute to whether or not a patient is seen in:continued case-
work would be of value to the Social Work Department in its.services 
to patients. 
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SCHEDULE 
i Personal and Social Data 
A. Patient Characteristics 
Name; Sex: . Date of Birth: 
Marital Status and living arrangement at the ·time of admission: 
Education: Occupations (ineludes all oeeuo 
pations): , 
B~ Characteristics of illness and hospitaiization 
Name of worker(s): Number of record: 
Date of admission~ Date of discharge: 
Previous psychiatric. ho_spitalizations: 
Diagnosi•: · 
II ,The Referral 
·Date of application for work: 
Source of referralt 
Purpose of referra~: 
Timing of referral in reference to the medical notes on the 
patient's progress: 
Timing of the referral in reference to the social worker's 
impression: · · 
Mention of the job(s) in the ntedical record: 
III The Casework Given 
N\lmber of times the patient . was seen: 
The problems discussedt 
The focus: 
The goals: 
IV The Job 
Job(s) applied for: 
Job(s) worked on: 
Length of ttme on each job; 
Employer's evaluation of the patient's work (in texms of regu-
larity, quality of work, et cetera): 
Patient's evaluation of his job: 
Reason for termination: 
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